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About This Game
The judge of the kingdom of the dead is the guide of the dead to the afterlife, but what if the living cheated death? Then the god
of the dead
appears in the world of the living and kills the deceived. The aim of the game is to search for the insidious pharaoh who escaped
death.
Anubis will be able to cut enemies with a sword, or destroy them with spells, the strength of which will depend on the choice of
talents.
In the game you can hack enemies, use magic power, making a decision
which is better to use the spell, in this or that situation.

In addition to the hack-and-slash massacre, we will explore the Egyptian "dungeon" and many more locations around it, in it we
find a bunch of gold and
not less than a bunch of enemies. We can find useful potions and artifacts. And if you look carefully, you'll find secret zones
too.
But we can run into traps, be careful!
Prepare for the spirit of exploration!
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Title: Anubis Dungeon
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
MyDreamForever_Old, Dark Light Studio
Publisher:
Dark Light Studio
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10
Processor: 600 MHz or higher processor
Memory: 256 MB RAM
Graphics: Integrated Graphics
DirectX: Version 8.1
Sound Card: Integrated Audio

English,Russian
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anubis dungeons and dragons. anubis dungeon steam. anubis dungeon synth. anubis dungeon ragnarok. sakura dungeon anubis
milk. anubis dungeon. anubis insane dungeon. sakura dungeon anubis. castle clash anubis dungeons
hi,
it makes fun but i don´t play those games without a joypad. my opinion it makes much more fun and it´s easier to control the
game. is this a problem to support a joypad in this game?
bye.... Juego divertido sin m\u00e1s, recomendado para partidas r\u00e1pidas. Juego divertido sin m\u00e1s, recomendado para
partidas r\u00e1pidas. Nice game,i like it :D. This is quite fun so far. I'm only on the 4th level but just wanted
to say it's pretty good for 67 pence :)
A bit like the original Guantlet and Hammerwatch.
With some more work given to the game it could be a really nice casual game. Great little Gauntlet-esque game. Progression is
well balanced, with replayable levels to allow for some minor grinding to upgrade (get increased speed ASAP; it make a
difference). This is a fun 2-hour romp for the price of a chocolate bar. Well worth it.. Pretty boring, static, and uninteresting to
look at. There's only a few acoustic guitar tracks that are pretty loud and a little grating to listen to, but maybe that's just me. It's
really easy and the AI is really stupid. It's only a buck, so it's hard to really complain that much.. Great little Gauntlet-esque
game. Progression is well balanced, with replayable levels to allow for some minor grinding to upgrade (get increased speed
ASAP; it make a difference). This is a fun 2-hour romp for the price of a chocolate bar. Well worth it.. Nice game,i like it :D.
This is quite fun so far. I'm only on the 4th level but just wanted
to say it's pretty good for 67 pence :)
A bit like the original Guantlet and Hammerwatch.
With some more work given to the game it could be a really nice casual game
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Juego divertido sin más, recomendado para partidas rápidas. Pretty boring, static, and uninteresting to look at. There's only a
few acoustic guitar tracks that are pretty loud and a little grating to listen to, but maybe that's just me. It's really easy and the AI
is really stupid. It's only a buck, so it's hard to really complain that much.
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